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Interdiffusion in hypothetical ternary single-phase and two-phase diffusion couples are exam-
ined using a phase-field model by numerically solving the nonlinear Cahn-Hilliard and Ginz-
burg-Landau equations. For diffusion couples assembled with a regular single-phase solution,
constant chemical mobilities were used to examine the development of concentration profiles
including uphill diffusion and zero-flux plane. Zero-flux plane for a component was observed to
develop for a diffusion couple at the composition that corresponds to the activity of that com-
ponent in one of the terminal alloys. Experimental thermodynamic parameters and composi-
tion-dependent chemical mobilities were used to examine the morphological evolution of the
interphase boundary in solid-to-solid, two-phase diffusion couples. Instability at the interphase
boundary was introduced initially (t = 0) by a small compositional fluctuation at the diffuse
interface, and its evolution varied largely as a function of terminal alloys and related compo-
sition-dependent chemical mobility.
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1. Introduction

During the past decade, the phase-field approach has
been developed to model various phase transformations and
microstructural developments in materials. Based on a dif-
fuse interface theory,[1] the phase-field model can describe
the microstructure at the mesoscale within the limit of the
corresponding sharp interface description. Phase-field mod-
els have been extensively used to simulate phenomena such
as solidification, spinodal decomposition, order-disorder
transformations, grain growth, and coarsening in various
material systems.[2] A phase-field model does not require
the explicit tracking of the interface and accommodates the
Gibbs-Thompson effect in its description.[2] Recently, Wu
et al.[3,4] have demonstrated the capability of using the
phase-field approach in predicting interdiffusion micro-

structures that develop in solid-to-solid diffusion couples.
The applicability of a phase-field model[5-7] with an avail-
able thermodynamic and kinetic database is an additional
benefit. This work reports the development of a phase-field
model to assess and predict the development of concentra-
tion profiles and microstructures in multicomponent single-
phase and multiphase solid-to-solid diffusion couples.

The work has been divided into two parts. First, the
development of zero-flux planes in single-phase diffusion
couples is examined with respect to the thermodynamic de-
scription. Specifically addressed in this work is the devel-
opment of the zero-flux plane for a component and its re-
lation to the activity of that component in one of the
terminal alloys.[8-12] In the second part, the development of
planar and nonplanar interfaces in two-phase, solid-to-solid
diffusion couples[13,14] is examined based on initial inter-
face perturbation and composition-dependent chemical mo-
bility.

2. Formulation of Phase-Field Model

2.1 Thermodynamic Descriptions

Two models are used in this study, one for the simulation
of single-phase diffusion couples, and the other for the
simulation of two-phase diffusion couples. While the basic
framework of the formulation is the same, formulation for
the single-phase couples is characterized by a difference in
the composition only, whereas that for the two-phase
couples is characterized by a difference in composition as
well as in structure.

For a ternary substitutional alloy containing elements A,
B, and C, compositionally distinct phases are represented by
the conserved composition field variable, the mole or atom
fraction of an individual element [ci(x,t)]. A nonconserved
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field variable [�(x,t)] is used along with the composition
variable to represent chemically as well as structurally dis-
tinct phases. Hereafter, � is referred to as the structure order
(SO) parameter. The constraint of “conservation of mass”
leads to:

�
i=0

n

ci�x,t� = 1.0, c�x,t� � 0 (Eq 1)

where, x and t are the position and time variables, respec-
tively. Assuming that the lattice mismatch between different
phases is negligible and externally applied force fields are
absent, the total chemical free energy, Fchem, of the system
can be expressed as the sum of the bulk chemical free en-
ergy, Fbulk, and the total interfacial energy, Fint. This total
energy of the system is represented as the Helmoltz free
energy F by using the extended Cahn-Hilliard free energy
function:[1]

Fchem = Fbulk + Fint = F = NV �
V

f �ci, �� + �i��ci�
2 + ������2,

i = A, B, C (Eq 2)

where, f (cA, cB, �) is the bulk chemical free energy per atom
of the homogeneous alloy, and NV is the number of atoms
per unit volume, which is assumed to be constant. In Eq 2,
�i and �� are the gradient energy coefficients associated
with the gradients of compositions of individual elements
and �, respectively. The system evolves into its equilibrium
condition by minimizing the total chemical free energy F.
For single-phase diffusion couples in this study, a simple
regular solution approximation for f (ci) is used[15] and is
given by:

f �cA, cB, cc� = RT�
i

ci ln ci + �
i�j

�ijcicj (Eq 3)

where �ij are the binary regular solution parameters. In this
study, it is assumed �ij � �ji � 2.0, which produces a
single-phase solid solution without any miscibility gap.[16]

For two-phase diffusion couples, the free energy was
derived by directly using the procedure described by Wu et
al.[6] and Wang et al.[17] Here, the bulk chemical free energy
is approximated by a Landau polynomial expansion as a
function of composition and SO parameter given by:

f �cA, cB, �� = f ��cA, cB, 0� +
A2�cA, cB�

2
�2

+
A4�cA, cB�

4
�4 + . . . (Eq 4)

The molar volume for the system is assumed to be constant,
and component C is taken as the dependent variable. Thus,
there are only two composition variables in the equation.
f �(cA, cB, 0) is the free energy of one phase (i.e., �), which
is calculated from the thermodynamic data available in the
study by Huang and Chang.[18] The equilibrium free energy
of the second phase (i.e., �) is obtained from Eq 4 by

substituting the equilibrium SO parameter value �0(cA, cB),
which is determined by:

	f �cA, cB, ��

	�
= 0 (Eq 5)

A2(cA, cB) in Eq 4 is represented by a polynomial, which
was obtained from Wu et al.[6]

2.2 Diffusion Equations

Kinetic equations were used to govern the temporal evo-
lution of the composition variables and SO parameter fol-
lowing Huang et al.[15] and others.[19,20] The intrinsic flux of
individual components relative to a lattice frame of refer-
ence is expressed using a linear and homogeneous function
of the gradient in its chemical potential as:

Ji = −Mi�
i (Eq 6)

where, Mi is the intrinsic mobility of the component i, which
is always positive value. The interdiffusion flux of each
component J̃i in a laboratory frame of reference is given
by Shewmon:[21]

J̃i = Ji − ci�JA + JB + JC� (Eq 7)

where ∑
i

J̃i � 0. Substituting Eq. 6 into Eq. 7 yields:

J̃i = −�1 − ci�Mi�
i − ci�
j�i

Mj�
j, where j = A, B, C

(Eq 8)

Using the Gibbs-Duhem relation, ∑
i
ci�
i � 0 with Eq. 1

yields:

�
A = �1 − cA��
A
eff − cB�
B

eff

�
B = �1 − cB��
B
eff − cA�
A

eff

�
C = −cA�
A
eff − cB�
B

eff (Eq 9)

where, µA
eff � (µA − µC) and µB

eff � (µB − µC). Now the sub-
stitution of Eq 9 into Eq 8 gives:[15]

J̃A = −��1 − cA�2 MA + cA
2MB + cA

2 MC��
A
eff + �cB�1 − cA�MA

+ cA�1 − cB�MB − cAcBMC��
B
eff (Eq 10a)

and

J̃B = −��1 − cB�2 MB + cB
2MA + cB

2 MC��
B
eff + �cB�1 − cA�MA

+ cA�1 − cB�MB − cAcBMC��
A
eff (Eq 10b)

In this study, the authors have introduced the intrinsic
mobility of each element as a linear function of its compo-
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sition (i.e., Mi � �ici, where �i is the atomic mobility of
individual element). Then, Eq 10 for the interdiffusion flux
of individual components becomes:[15]

J̃A = −��1 − cA�2�AcA + cA
2 �BcB � cA

2 �CcC��
A
eff

+ �cB�1 − cA��AcA + cA�1 − cB��BcB − cAcBcC�C��
B
eff

(Eq 11a)

and

J̃B = −��1 − cB�2 �BcB + cB
2�AcA + cB

2�CcC��
B
eff

+ �cB�1 − cA��AcA + cA�1 − cB��BcB − cAcBcC�C��
A
eff

(Eq 11b)

Equation 11 can be rewritten as:

J̃A = −MAA�
A
eff − MAB�
B

eff (Eq 12a)

and

J̃B = MBA�
A
eff − MBB�
B

eff (Eq 12b)

where Mij are the effective chemical mobilities defined
as:[15]

MAA = �1 − cA�2�AcA + cA
2�BcB + cA

2�CCC

MBB = �1 − cB�2�BcB + cB
2�AcA + cB

2�CcC

MAB = MBA = −cB�1 − cA��AcA − cA�1 − cB��BcB + cAcBcC�C
(Eq 13)

For simplicity in this study, it is assumed that MAB and MBA
are equal in magnitude and sign, although this assumption
may not be true for many ternary systems. For an inhomo-
geneous system, 
i

eff is defined as the variational derivative
of F with respect to ci:


i
eff =

�F

�ci
�i = A,B� (Eq 14)

Using Eq 2 and 14, we arrive at the following equations:


A
eff =

	f

	cA
− 2��A + �C��2cA − 2�C�2cB


B
eff =

	f

	cB
− 2��B + �C��2cB − 2�C�2cA (Eq 15)

The governing temporal equations can be expressed using
the continuity equation by:

	ci

	t
= −� � J̃i �i = A,B� (Eq 16)

From Eq 11, 13, 15, and 16, the final governing equations to
be solved are obtained as:

	cA�x,t�

	t
= ��MAA�� 	f

	cA
− 2�AA�2cA − 2�AB�2cB��

+ ��MAB�� 	f

	cB
− 2�AB�2cA − 2�BB�2cB��

(Eq 17a)

and

	cB�x,t�

	t
= ��MBA�� 	f

	cA
− 2�AA�2cA − 2�AB�2cB��

+ ��MBB�� 	f

	cB
− 2�AB�2cA − 2�BB�2cB��

(Eq 17b)

where, �AA � �A + �C, �BB � �B + �C, and �AB � �BA � �C.

2.3 Evolution of Structure Order Parameter

The evolution of the nonconserved field variable � is
described by a relaxation equation that is often called the
time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau equation or the Allen-
Cahn equation:[22]

	��x,t�

	t
= −M�

�F

��
(Eq 18)

and

�F

��
=

	f

	�
− 2���2� (Eq 19)

where, M� is the relaxation constant that characterizes the
interface mobility. Combining Eq 18 and 19 yields:

	��x,t�

	t
= −M� � 	f

	�
− 2���2�� (Eq 20)

2.4 Initial Interface Perturbation for Multiphase Diffusion
Couples

A random fluctuation, (x,t), was incorporated to intro-
duce compositional fluctuations at the �/� diffused interface
for multiphase diffusion couples at t � 0 (i.e., not sus-
tained) using (x,t) as given by Cook:[23]

	Ci

	t
= �

j

�Mij
k�

�F

�Ci
+ �x,t� where ��x,t�� = 0 (Eq 21)

where x and t are position and time variables, respectively.
The fluctuation used is a Gaussian random noise with a
mean of zero, and is uncorrelated in time. When used in Eq
21 at t � 0, the above condition makes sure that the alloy
composition is conserved. The range of fluctuation varied
from 0.005 to −0.005 of composition within the diffuse
interface. It should be noted that the compositional fluctua-
tion is not introduced everywhere in the system.
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2.5 Numerical Implementation

Equations 17 and 20 were solved by using an explicit
central finite-difference scheme. The system was divided
into a 256 × 256 mesh, and the mesh size was equal to the
dimensionless number 1.0 on both the x and y coordinates.
The dimensionless time step used in the simulation was
10−5. The work presented in this study is based on nondi-
mensional numbers. The length scale represented by the
x-axis does not represent any real dimension in this study.
However, by assigning a unit to the mobility used, one can
easily obtain results based on physical dimensions, although
this may take a longer time to compute. Both the experi-
mental and calculated concentration profiles that were de-
veloped can also be normalized by the Boltzmann param-
eter. For all multiphase diffusion couples, �AA � �BB �
−�CC � 0.75, so that morphological variation is not a result
of the variation in gradient energy coefficients for the dif-
fusion couples studied.

3. Single-Phase Ternary Diffusion Couples

In the current study, the authors have tried to predict the
concentration profiles and diffusion paths in single-phase
solid-to-solid diffusion couples. The composition of single-
phase alloys used in this study is listed in Table 1, and
chemical mobilities that were assumed to be constant on
either side of the diffusion couple are listed in Table 2. The
chemical mobilities are dimensionless and were chosen
based on the average ternary interdiffusion coefficients de-
termined from experimental concentration profiles[24] or
randomly. Appropriate use of the kinetic parameters with a
simple regular solution model allowed the prediction of
concentration profiles that are commonly observed in ternary
diffusion, including uphill diffusion and zero-flux planes.
Figure 1 shows the free-energy surface with energy con-
tours used for the regular solution model with � � 2.0. As

an example, simulated and experimental concentration pro-
files from the Cu-nickel (Ni)-Zn diffusion couple, �5 versus
�7 annealed at 775 °C for 48 h,[25] is presented in Fig. 2.

The regular solution presented in Fig. 1 was used to
calculate[15] the isoactivity lines of component B in a hy-
pothetical ternary system containing components A, B, and
C. The development of concentration profiles into two
single-phase diffusion couples was simulated with respect
to the isoactivity of element B. For the couple �1 versus �2,
compositions of both terminal alloys lie on one isoactivity
line, whereas for �3 versus �4 the compositions of terminal
alloys lie on two slightly different isoactivity lines, as pre-
sented in Fig. 3 and 4, respectively. Diffusion paths of the
couples �1 versus �2 and �3 versus �4 on ternary isotherms
are shown in Fig. 3(a) and 4(a), respectively. Though an

Table 1 Composition of alloys employed in
phase-field simulation of solid-to-solid ternary
diffusion couples

Alloy
designation

Composition, atom fraction

A B C

�5 0.225 0.325 0.450
�7 0.010 0.550 0.440
�1 0.500 0.313 0.187
�2 0.336 0.364 0.300
�3 0.300 0.150 0.550
�4 0.365 0.235 0.400
�1 0.200 0.100 0.700
�2 0.300 0.130 0.570
�1 0.100 0.350 0.550
�2 0.050 0.450 0.500

Note: For alloys �5 and �7, components A, B, and C correspond to Cu, Ni,
and Zn, respectively. Alloys �1, �2, �3, and �4 have been selected based on
the activity of component B, aB � 0.6682, aB � 0.6682, aB � 0.4599, and
aB � 0.5641, respectively, in light of the development of zero-flux planes.

Table 2 Chemical mobilities employed on either side
of the solid-to-solid ternary diffusion couples examined
in this study

Diffusion couple
Chemical
mobility LHS RHS

�5 (LHS) vs. �7 (RHS) MBB 3.44 4.58
MBC −0.05 0.62
MCB 26.45 15.25
MCC 23.9 9.73

�1 (LHS) vs. �2 (RHS) MBB 1.1 2.0
MBC −0.8 −3.0
M

CB
−1.2 −3.0

MCC 1.9 6.0
�3 (LHS) vs. �4 (RHS) MBB 0.2 0.5

MBC −0.2 −0.8
MCB −0.8 −0.1
MCC 8.1 6.8

Note: LHS, left-hand side; RHS, right-hand side

Fig. 1 Free energy surface with energy contours for a single-
phase solution without any miscibility gap in the A-B-C ternary
alloy
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uphill diffusion in the profiles of concentration and activity
for component B was observed, as presented in Fig. 3(b)
and 4(b), a zero-flux plane was only observed for the couple
�3 versus �4. The activity of component B at the zero-flux
plane composition (0.34A-0.235B-0.425C) corresponds to the
activity of component B in the terminal alloy (aB � 0.5641)
on the right-hand side of Fig. 4(b). The simulated results for
the couple �3 versus �4 agrees with the experimentally ob-
served phenomena[8-10] that a zero-flux plane occurs at the
composition where the diffusion path intersects the isoac-
tivity line that extends from a terminal alloy. Occurrence of
the zero-flux plane and its detailed relationship with ther-
modynamic and kinetic parameters are currently being ex-
amined systematically using the phase-field approach.

4. Two-Phase Diffusion Couples and Interface
Morphology

To examine the morphological evolution of the interface
between two-phase ternary diffusion couples, say � versus

�, the free-energy formulation given in Eq 4 was used. The
free energy of the � phase was derived from the thermody-
namic database available for the Ni-Cr-Al system at

Fig. 2 (a) Experimental and (b) simulated concentration profiles
of the solid-to-solid diffusion couple �5 versus �7

Fig. 3 (a) Diffusion path, (b) profiles of concentration and ac-
tivity for component B, and (c) interdiffusion flux of component B
simulated from diffusion couple �1 versus �2. The activity of B in
both terminal alloys is the same at 0.6682. No zero-flux plane is
observed, although an uphill diffusion for component B is observed.
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1200 °C.[18] Also, composition-dependent chemical mobili-
ties, Mij, based on Eq 13 were used in these simulations
from constant atomic mobilities (�A � 2.0, �B � 1.2, and

�C � 6.0). The authors first conducted two two-phase dif-
fusion couple simulations: the first simulation was carried
out without using any compositional fluctuations; and the
second simulation was carried out with a uniform random
fluctuation[23] across the interfacial region only in the first
step of time iteration to introduce compositional perturba-
tions into the system. Small random fluctuations that were
introduced into the system did not result in the nucleation of
precipitates or other phases. Each simulation is started with
an initial homogeneous composition as determined by the
thermodynamic equilibrium calculations. The terminal alloy
compositions used in this study are provided in Table 1. The
gradient energy terms used in this study for all diffusion
couples are equal so that the variation in morphological
development is not a result of the gradient energy variation
from couple to couple. Equilibrium values of SO parameters
(� � 0 for � and � � �eq for �) for both the phases are
used, and microstructures are presented with time snapshots
using a gray-scale representation of the local values of �. In
Fig. 5, the darker region in the microstructure corresponds
to the � phase (� � 0), and the brighter region corresponds
to the � phase (0 < � � �eq < 1.0). The results show that,
without the introduction of perturbation, the �-� interface
moves parabolically and remains planar. With perturbation
introduced at the interface at t � 0 only, the �-� interface
can become nonplanar.

Figure 6 presents the resulting microstructure from dif-
fusion couples of different terminal alloy compositions,
which have been subjected to the same fluctuation to study
the effect of composition-dependent chemical mobilities on

Fig. 4 (a) Diffusion path, (b) profiles of concentration and ac-
tivity for component B, and (c) interdiffusion flux of component B
simulated from diffusion couple �3 versus �4. The activities of
component B in �3 and �4 alloys are 0.4599 and 0.5641, respec-
tively. A zero-flux plane is observed with an uphill diffusion for
component B. The activity of B at the zero-flux plane composition
is 0.5641.

Fig. 5 Morphological evolution of the �-� interface (a) with no
initial fluctuation and (b) with initial fluctuation in the solid-to-
solid, two-phase diffusion couple �1 versus �1 with the same ter-
minal alloy compositions. A nonplanar interface is observed to
develop with the initial fluctuation.
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the morphological evolution of the interface. It is observed
that the initial terminal alloy compositions, and thus the
composition-dependent chemical mobility, have a pro-
nounced effect on the morphological evolution of the �-�
interface: planar in Fig. 6(a) versus nonplanar in Fig. 6(b).
The morphological evolution of solid-to-solid multiphase
diffusion couples is systematically being investigated as a
function of the composition dependence of atomic and
chemical mobility, which is determined by terminal alloy
compositions.

5. Summary

A phase-field model was developed and used to simulate
the development of concentration profiles and interface
morphology observed in solid-to-solid ternary diffusion
couples. Using a simple regular solution model, and con-
stant chemical mobilities, the development of concentra-
tion profiles including uphill diffusion and zero-flux planes
were simulated. A zero-flux plane for a component can
be observed to develop at the composition that corresponds
to the intersection of the diffusion path and the isoactivity
line drawn from one of the terminal alloys. We also dem-
onstrated that the terminal alloy compositions, and thus the
composition-dependent chemical mobility, play an impor-
tant role in the morphological evolution of the inter-
phase boundary in solid-to-solid, two-phase diffusion
couples.
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